
\ GOVERNING OF BOARD

UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO

BY ELECTRONIC MAIL

October 4, 2019

The Honorable Wanda Vázquez Garced
Governor of Puerto Rico
La Fortaleza
P0 Box 9020082
San Juan, PR 00902-0082

Re: LJniversiti ofPuerto Rico Retirement Si’s/em Rejbrni and Contribution

Dear Governor Vázquez Garced:

The purpose of this letter is to clarify certain representations made by the Financial Oversight and

Management Board (“FOMB” or the “Oversight Board”) on their September 20, 2019 letter (the

“Letter”), in terms of the University of Puerto Rico Retirement System (“Retirement System”).

First and foremost the UPR’s Governing Board (“Governing Board”) restates that it has addressed the

matter in the most diligent manner and backed by independent reports. in the execution of our fiduciary

duty as mandated by law. In that sense, it’s the Governing Board’s position that executing hasty

changes to the Retirement System without studying all possible scenarios, based on the most recent and

accurate actuarial information and legal analysis, would be contrary to our fiduciary responsibility.

Additionally, it could place the much needed reform measures for addressing the increasing actuarial

debt and the University’s financial condition, at risk of being successfully challenged in court, as it

happened in the case ofAct 160-2013.’

Putting things into context

The Letter failed to mention how the UPR’s budget was subject to a S332 million cut driven by the

Oversight Board as a result of the reduction of the Government appropriations for the University.

furthermore, it doesn’t properly reflect the UPR’s achievements in the implementation of fiscal reforms

to address said reduction, sadly, a process that has required harsh decisions and in which the Oversight

Board has failed to support the UPR.

Current UPRs administration published the last three audited financial statements, a significant

achievement considering some of the reports were past due and we produced all of them in less than a

year and half. Furthermore, after 8 of its 11 campuses were placed in probation and show cause status

by the Middle States Commission ofHigher Education (MSCHE). the UPR regained its status as a fully

accredited institution of higher education, despite the strains directly’ caused by the fiscal requirements

of the Oversight Board. The UPR increased its tuition costs and allocated money and resources to

comply with all reporting requirements, in spite of archaic financial and information systems, and

backlash to every decision made.

The Governing Board laid out the necessary groundwork to update the UPR’s Retirei’nent System

actuarial and financial information which were delayed for two fiscal years. As a result of these efforts,

financial data is available up to June 30, 2018. The UPR’s collaboration with the new executive
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financial data is available up to June 30, 2018. The UPR’s collaboration with the new executive

administration of the retirement system achieved the issuance of the financial statements and actuarial

valuation studies. These reports met the deadlines set by the MSCHE and other requirements of the

Government of Puerto Rico.

The Governing Board takes very seriously its fiduciary responsibility over the retirement system and

the trust created to protect the assets used for the payment of benefits for participants. As such. the

Governing Board isn’t willing to improperly or inadequately exercise its fiduciary duties based on the

Oversight Board’s presumption that they have a better understanding of the UPR’s Retirement System,

and/or that complying with State law requirements can be disregarded.

The UPR’s process to develop its budget is complex. It involves months of elaboration and includes the

collaboration of the UPR’s University Advisory Board, the Chancellors from the eleven (11) university

campuses, the UPR’s President Office, the Financial Affairs Committee of the UPR Governing Board

and the UPR’s Governing Board itself. Additionally, comments and request from other local

government entities, such as the Office of Management and Budget, the Treasury Department, the

Senate, the House of Representatives and the FOMB, are considered in this process.

Prior to the FOMB’s approval of the latest version of the Fiscal Plan for the University of Puerto Rico

this past June 5, 2019, the amounts to be contributed to the pension plan, as included in all four (4)

versions of previously certified fiscal plans. ranged from S80 to 90 million a year for the next five

years.2 It wasn’t until the June 5, 2019, version that the increased amount ofS 160 million was included,

which was less than 30 days for the new budget to take effect, and requiring the UPR to seek an

additional S80 million to cover the increase. The Oversight Board’s actions caused a serious gap in the

budget analysis carried out and the working plans of the UPR President and each one of the University

Chancellors for the eleven campuses of the entire system. The effects of this additional burden cannot

be taken lightly, since it puts the operational capacity of the university system in perilous state.

Identifying sources of funds for additional contributions to the Retirement System requires a

comprehensive and careful analysis. It entails a well-crafted implementation plan that identifies sources

for additional income and also, to be in a compliant position with this new commitment.

The Governing Board has serious concerns about how the increased cost proposed by the Oversight

Board will jeopardize UPRs operations in the near future. It is the Governing Board’s position that this

FOMB request, in such a short period of time, is nonrealistic, arbitrary and lacks flexibility for the

identification of additional income. Rest assured that the Governing Board’s decisions are based in the

best interest and eqtutable well-being of all the participants. Nevertheless, any decision has to balance

all interests at stake. safegciard the viability of the continuation of day-to-day operations and the

University’s institutional commitment towards its students, in order to prepare them for a better future

as professionals and as mindful and engaged citizens.

Furthermore, to date the UPR has not made any changes whatsoever to the Defined Benefit System and

has given proper consideration to actuarial reports and recommendations, when deciding upon

employer’s contribution and potential adjustments to the System’s current model.

Tb e 0.’ersight Board ‘s Precipitate Recommendations

The Certified Fiscal Plan of June 5, 2019, did not consider the most recent actuarial or audited reports

for the Retirement System. as it used data analysis from FY’16. In its fiscal Plan of May 17, 2019, the

University did not include any recommendations pertaining the specific contribution to the Plan, nor

assumptions to the pension refoni because at the time it did not have the updated information. The

actuarial report as of FY’18 was received in July 2019 and shared with the FOMB as soon as the

2 See revised fiscal plans for the UPR dated April 5.2019 and October 21. 2t)18. among others.



Governing Board officially acknowledged receipt. Right after the September 20, 2019. meeting with
Mrs. Jaresko and associates, the University delivered to the P0MB the most recent proposed
Implementation Plan for the Retirement System, including some recommendations being considered by
the Governing Board.

The FOMB’s suggestion for an increase in UPR’s contribution to the Retirement System is a new
development in the ongoing collaborative effort that has existed between both entities for quite some
time. Prior to the June 5. 2019 Fiscal

Plan, the University and the FOMB were aligned in terms of the Retirement System’s contribution
(please refer to Exhibit A). That alignment ceased to exist as the P0MB increased the financial burden
of the University and thus presented an unbalanced budget in their last certified version. A reasoning
behind such a change seems to stem from the information generated by an Experience Study, which is
based on 2013-2017 data. As per the FOMB Certified Fiscal Plan, the amount of transfers to the UPR’s
Retirement System should be $160 million on an annual basis, while the current transfers range between
$80 to $90 million pursuant to previous versions of the Certified Fiscal Plan. In fact, the $160 million
amount is not even aligned with the actual Experience Study amount of$ 149 million. Therefore, P0MB
made a drastic modification that has not been discussed with the UPR.

In the Certified Fiscal Plan, of October 23, 201$, the FOMB stated: ‘... is concerned thai the UP]? F?
contribution may not be cidecjuate to maintain sotvenci and recommends reductions in heiie/Its but no
reduction in total costs due to insolvency risks “. The intended additional $80 million in contribution to
the Retirement System. as proposed in the mentioned Fiscal Plan would translate into a potential
solvency of approximately 4%. while putting the UPR in an tmstable and risky financial position. In
other words, forcing contributions of such magnitude in an environment of a gradually decreasing
operational budget. as is the case of the University, would increasingly harm the main source of funding
of the Retirement System. Furthermore, we should note that not a single analysis has been presented
nor shared with the UPR or its advisors on the proposed $160.1 million contribution, while the
University has sent all available analysis. reports. and presentations on the subject.

Einploj’er Contribution

In principle, University contributions were originally designed to fully fund, together with the
contributions of the participants, the service cost on a current basis, and the estimated accrued benefit
cost attributable to qualifying participants. [However, as a result of past increases to benefits within the
existing model of defined benefits, without a correlative increase in employee’s and employer’s
contributions, as well as an increase in total investment assets, they fall short of meeting the necessary
funding. Subsequently. the funding ratio has decreased over the last years.

Notwithstanding the above, we should note that over the last ten years —namely FY’08 thru ‘17-,
the University made excess contributions to the Retirement System by approximately $51.7
million3.

In order to provide perspective, for years the assumptions recommended by management and the
Advisory Board of the Retirement System, did not reflect the best, current, nor most accurate
information available, which should be supported by a critical thinking and in depth analysis, like the
one the actual Governing Board has spearheaded during the past year and a half Hence, we found that
past actuarial valuations were not reliable decision-making tools, especially concerning the
demographic characteristics of the covered population which didn’t address current fiscal landscape
and measures regarding personnel recruitment. Evidence of past mismanagement and erroneous
determinations of past management and the Advisory Retirement Board to the Governing Board, are
evidenced by neglecting to perform experience studies in order to validate stich unrealistic and
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overoptimistic assumptions. Furthermore, they relied on investment returns without reviewing benefits
such as retirement age and compensation subject to withholding contribution. Amendments to the
Retirement System’s regulations were adopted recently to better internal procedures for assessment of
pension plan matters.

University ‘s Mininuirn Ctisli Recjttirernents

On May 23. 2019, the Puerto Rico Fiscal Agency and Financial Authority (“fAFAA”) sent a statement
to the FOMB with the purpose to clarify the Oversight Board’s belief that the UPR had excess cash in

its bank accounts, which could potentially be used for additional Retirement System contributions.
Unfortunately, the FOMB failed to answer said communication.

On September 26, 2019. the University had a meeting with FOMB’s advisors to discuss the University’s
liquidity and restricted accounts. As of June 30, the Summary of Bank Account Balances for the
Government of Puerto Rico and its Instrumentalities (published by FAFAA), the University, including
its component units, had $413.5 million. These accounts include operational accounts, restricted student
loan accounts, restricted insurance proceeds account, component unit accounts, debt service reserve
accounts, as well as capital expenditures destined amounts.

Internal analysis has been completed by University staff, with FAFAA support, and the non-restricted
available cash as of June wotild be $155.5 million. While this amount may seem sufficient, it represents
a small portion when compared to the recurring fixed obligations of the University, only resulting in
61.3 days ofcash availability. Funding an additional 580 million to the Retirement System tvould result
in 29.8 days of cash availability4. That represents a month of delay in government appropriations,
possible one-month delay in Pell Grant and federal fund transfers, and no consideration of revenue and
expense cyclicality (i.e. summer month revenues are lower than academic semester revenues).

Additionally, it is important to note that stateside universities studied by the UPR show that internal
policies and best practices for cash requirements range from 60 to 90 days on the lower range and can
extend to well over 150 days. It is evident, thus, that this time the FOMB did not take into account best
practices when suggesting that an additional contribution of $161 million be made to fund the
Retirement System.

Based on historical experience, the FOMB has provided to the University national and stateside
benchmarks for everything from: University’s government appropriation dependence, cost per student,
tuition and fees per student, faculty to student ratios, non-faculty to student ratios, faculty to non-faculty
ratios, procurement savings targets. scholarship fund distributions, administrative & oversight policies
and academic program evaluation. We would request to have ‘rainy day fund” targets as well.

Universitj’ ‘.c Plan

As stated on the Implementation Plan sent to the Oversight Board on September20, 2019, the University
is utilizing the most recent and accurate data in order to develop a Pension Reform Plan that is
reasonable and justifiable to approve. The Retirement Committee of the Governing Board is making
progress in the consideration of all options (individually and/or in combination), including scenarios
presented by the FOMB.

The Committee is taking into account the impact of the changes on the financial bottom line of the
funding source -the system of the University of Puerto Rico- and the need to secure its viability as a
going concern and as the most important higher education and social project in Puerto Rico, for
generations to come. For example, the Committee is considering the establishment of a Defined
Contribution Plan for new personnel and for those active employees that may opt. at their sole

S180 million in total additional contribution is suagested by the Board during the fiscal plan period (FY20-FY21).



discretion, to transfer to this new plan. This and other measures that viii be submitted to the Governing
Board for approval, will be accompanied with a work plan with timelines and effective date of changes,
to provide for an informed and orderly transformation of the Retirement System. and full transparency
and monitoring of its impact on the actuarial debt and the funding ratio.

In light of the above, it is unreasonable from the FOMB to require the UPR to double its contribution
to the Retirement System without being allowed to finalize all the necessary actuarial and financial
reports, and seek the UPR Governing Board’s approval, in accordance to law and university regulations.

The University should also be allowed to take all necessary measures to successfully implement the
much-needed changes in the Retirement System and inform all stakeholders within the University,
particularly vested and non-vested active employees, as well as retirees.

At the meeting held on September 20. 2019. the UPR highlighted to the FMOB the current situation,
the most recent actuarial information, plans and specific pathway for implementation with required

steps to move forward, which are currently underway. Mrs. Jaresko stated that she was not aware of
our progress in this matter. As informed, the Governing Board plans to implement changes starting July
1, 2020. A matrix of options is being considered, including reduction in benefits to retirees, increase in
retirement age and changes in benefit formula. The Governing Board has already started planning a
meeting between FOMB, FAFAA and UPR technical teams. Additionally, the governing Board has
requested viable options to the Advisory Board of the Retirement System, in recognition of their role
in the decision-making process.

In terms of employer contributions, as liquidity in the University is limited, management is acting
proactivelv in order to find other sources of funding for the Retirement System. This includes a proposal
to reassign certain Central Government Transfers which would inject S105 million in a three-year period
to the Retirement System. This plan will be presented by the President of the University of Puerto Rico.
Dr. Jorge Haddock Acevedo.

As stated on the Certified Fiscal Plan, the University of Puerto Rico is undeniably a center of academic
excellence and a source of pride for all Puerto Ricans, especially for the University Community. Any
misinformation of the Governing Board’s efforts is not a constructive nor proactive way to support the
University’s transformation. On the contrary. it is destructive and represents a risk for the University
system. The Governing Board hopes that in future communications the FOMB informs the public and
other government entities about the University’s achievements in compliance, and results for the
University and its Retirement System.

Kind Regards.

a ter 0. Alomar Jimenez
President
Governing Board
University of Puerto Rico



Exhibit A — Historical Pension Contribution Forecast for Fiscal Plans and Budgets

Historical Snapshot or Pension System Contribution Forecasts
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